THE  UNIVERSITIES
that of a guild, under the authority of the Chancellor, to whose
care the Bishop of Paris had confided the direction of his cathedral
school. It was at first known by the vague term ofStudium generate,
or general group of studies, and later as Universitas scolarum, which
meant no more that the 'corporation formed of those connected
with the schools', and included masters and pupils of all ages
alike.
The University of Paris was an establishment owing its existence
to the Church; it taught no branch of knowledge of merely secular
interest - neither law, as at Bologna, nor medicine, as at Salerno -
nothing but the ecclesiastical subjects of theology and canon law.
But in order to understand the scriptural and legal texts, all of
which were written in Latin, some preparatory instruction was
necessary; this consisted in the teaching of Latin, with which the
usage of the schools had for centuries past connected the study of
philosophy.
The great majority of the masters were therefore engaged in
teaching Latin to beginners; they were merely private teachers
with no official functions, receiving no salary, but living miserably
on the fees paid by their pupils. They taught wherever they could
- often in the public rooms of an inn, with no seats, where the
pupils sat on straw on the floor. But they had to have a licence from
the Chancellor of the University, which was only granted after
a qualifying examination; this was known as the licentia docendi
(authorization to teach), from which is derived the name licenctt
(licentiate), synonymous with magister, or master.
The corporation of teachers possessed neither property nor
revenues, not even a fixed abode, and if the candidate who had
qualified for his teaching licence had to pay a few crowns for it,
the corporation went off to drink the proceeds at a tavern, ac-
cording to the custom of journeymen on admission to the guilds.
The effect of this poverty was to make the University independent
of the authorities; for it had no possessions that they could threaten
to seize, and, having no settled abode, it was always free to transfer
its seat to some other town.
During the thirteenth century the University became organized
on two different systems, one according to the origin of the
students, and the other according to the nature of the studies.
It brought together masters and pupils of all the Christian
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